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MULTIBEAM ADAPTIVE ARRAY 
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To acf'lieve ada9tive multibeamfocrning to allow r-econfigur-ation in ssw-TCMA satellite co
rranunications, a system for- nar-r-ow band adaptive lll.lltibeamfor-ming is descr-ibed in this 
wor-k. The signal ~r-ocessor- allows an unconstrained ar-ray to for-m independent beams for- the 
impinging di r-ections without any pr ior- knowledge of them. The simultaneous use of constant 
rrodulus and minilTU.llll var-iance (least-mean square loops) is done by an especial policy o f 
master-slave for- subar-rays or local beams which acts both in acquisition and tr-acking. The 
r-esults of simul~tions confir-m the theor-etical work. 

I INTROOOCTICN 

In satellite digital communication systems , a
rr-ays of sensor elements ar-e often used in re
ception doing a beamforming that steer-s towar-ds 
the direction of signal arrival and attenuates 
others directions. 

In movil communications the directions of arri
val at the reception systems varies, so it 1 s 
necessary an arr-ay tracking the produced chan
ges continuously. in this work a digital proce
ssing system is develoi?e<i and used to receive 
simultaneously signals proceeding from diffe
rent directions. A multibeam antenna is conti
nuously adapte1 to detect CPM / 1,2/, MPSK sig
nals using a subar-ray divided-system. Since 
these signals are constant envelope modulat~d, 
the adaoti ve constant-modulus algorithm ( CMA) 
/ 4, 5/ , pr011ides the framework to t he r eceiver 
array digital beamfor-ming. It avoids the nece
ssity of reference or pilot signal to catch and 
track the possible signals coming from desired 
sources, as happen with other methods /3/. 

Since every subarray steers a CM- signal if any 
other restrictions are imposed , all the subar
rays will probably steer at t he same source. To 
avoid this problema master-slave policy is in
troduced between subarrays, that makes that e
very subarr-ay catches a different s i gnal. This 
is possible orthogonalitating the outputs of 
the subar rays. 1'11is is made using a minimum 
square algorithn (LMS ) /6/. 

The resultant beamfor-ming system has two a
daptive filtering algorithms working with two 
objetives; The CMA cat ch CM- signals and the LMS 
algorithm does a master- s l ave policy for subar
rays. 

In section II a theoretical description of al l 
the system is presented, explaining every algo
ri thm used ( CltA and LMS) • Furthermore, it 1 s 
described the technic used for spatial filte
ring, optionally introduced to discriminate co
herent sources spatially localitat~ in diffe
rent olaces ,iT/. Section III presents the re-
This work is supported by CAYCIT grant 
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sults obtained with the simulation of t he sys
tem acting in real scenes. The behaviour of the 
system is as the expected from the theoretical 
analysis. Finally in section IV the main con
clusions extracted of this work, are exposed. 

II ADAPI'IVE BEAMFORMING BY MEANS OF A 
SUBARRAY-SYSTEM 

The system we will describe, appears as the so
lution to the following problem: it 1 s desired 
to detect and discriminate different spatial 
directions which usually are unknown and vary
ing with time. The first developed step is the 
division of an array into some subarrays; the 
object is to obtain the radiation diagram of a
ny one of them, with his main lobe steering to 
different signals. If there are more subarrays 
than CM-signals, the subarrays in excess have 
andirective diagrams . The weights of every 
subarray are adapted by the CMA, first to catch 
and then to track all the possible CM- signals. 

II.l Constant modulus a lgorithm (CMA) 

Since the desired signals in the system are ex
ponentially modulated (MPSK, CPM, TQi •• ), and 
so, they have constant envel ope, the CMA pre
sented by Treichler / 4/ , to adapt the weights 
of sensors is t he best one to be used in such 
scenes. Here , this algorithm is applied to the 
weights of every subarray, minimizing t he en
velope er ror between the received signal at the 
output of a subarray and the desired one. The 
output of the ith subarray in the kth sampl ing 
instant is 

y. ( k) = XT ( k ) • W. ( k) (1 ) 
1 - -1 

where XT ( k) is the signal vector and ~( k) the 
weight-vector of the subarray. 

The envelope err-or t o be minimized i s 

J = 1/4 : E{ ( IY ( k) 1
2 

- M2 ) 2 } (2) 

"M" is the modulus of the desired signal . 
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The CMA is an steepest descent algo~ithm that 
minimizes the g~adient of ( 2). This g~adient 
is: 

In the adaptive algo~ithm, (3) is substituted 
by an estimation of V J, whe~e the statistic o
pe~ato~ is replaced :ith the instantaneous va
lue of the va~iables. Then the adaptation equa
tion Eo~ the vecto~ W(k) is 

~(k+l)=~(k) - \.1( iy (kl l2 - M2 )y(k)~*(k) (4) 

" \.1 " is a 9a~amete~ to control conve~gence and 
the minim envelO!)e e~ro~ achieved. 

The characte~istics of CMA can be seen in /4,-
5/. It's not necessary to know p~eviously. the 
localization of the sources (ar~ival di~ection! 
of CM- signals). A suba~~ay is initialized with 
a steering vector (for instance, an omnidirec
tional vector) and by means of the CMA, it 
steers a CM- signal. 

But with the described system of an ar~ay sub
divided into subarrays adapted by CMA, there 
doesn't exist any control which CM-signal is 
catched by every su~rray . In the next section, 
a maste~-slave policy is introduced to avoid 
that a signal may be catched by more than one 
subarray. 

II. 2 LMS algorithm in a master-slave policy 

The LMS steepest descent algorithm is introdu
ced in the preceeding system. It hierarchically 
ortho;~onalizes the outputs of all the subar
rays. The first subarray of the system steers a 
CM- signal source. Its output is properly weigh
ted and subtracted to the second subarray out
put. If this subarray steers the same signal, 
the gain afte~ the subtraction must have a null 
in the direction of tl-te source. With the LMS 
algorithm, is obtained the weighting factor of 
the first subarray (MASTER) to be subtracted to 
the output of the second subarray (SLAVE). Fi
gure 1 shows a two subarray-system. "G" is the 
pondering factor of the first subarray maste
ring the second. 
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Figure 1. Two-subarray system. 

To get the proposed objectives there is a mlnl
rrum power loop (LMS) managed by "G". y.(k) is 
the output of the i-th subarray and s~(k) is 
the resultant output of the i - th subarra} after 
the awlication of the minirrum ~r lccp. Then 

yl(k) (5-a) 

y
2
(k) - G.s

1 
(k) (5-b) 

To study better the system, we suppose it re
ceiving two signals in directions of polar co
ordinates (8 

1
, 4]_) and (8 2 , <jl.,) at frequencies w1 and w2 respect1vely. WiDl F. (8 . •<I>.) we design 

the response of i-th subarra} tJdf~ection (8·• 
<Pi). Then the first subarray has an outpat 
51 (k) . 

s1 (k)=F1 ( 8:J.•<P 1 lexp(jw1k) + 

F
1 

(8 2, <P
2

lexp(jw2kl (6) 

the steering vector of the first subarray is 
adapted by CMA. If it steers the first signal, 
it cancels the second CM-signal. 

0 ( 7) 

Considering (7), the second suba~ray has a re
sultant output s2 (k) 

s
2

Ckl = F2Ce 1 , 4>1lexp(jw1kl + F2(8 2,<j>2)exp(jw2k) 

-G(k) . F 
1 

(6 1, <1>
1 

)exp( jw1 k) (8) 

and it must cancel the first signal steered by 
the master subarray in direction (8 

1
, <1>

1
). 

F2 C81 , ~)- G(k).F1(8
1

,4>
1

) = 0 (9) 

Then to the signal y (k) in (eq.5-b), we are 
subtracting the compon~nts that it receives and 
which are also present in the output master. 
Joining (9) and (10) 

(10) 

The resultant outputs of the master subarray 
and the slave subarray are ort~onalized. 
s2 (k) is going to be minimized by the loop 
GrK) . This only has sense if ~~ first subarray 
has converged and is steering a CM-signal. To 
obtain G(k), the output power of the slave 
subarray is minimized. 

MIN: P = is2 (kli 2= y2(k)- G(k).s1(k) 2 (11) 

the gradient of the object of minimization is 

* V( k) = -2s1 (k)(y2(k)- G(k).s1(k)) (12-a) 

* V(k) = -2s1 (kls2(k) (12-b) 

Equalling this gradient to zero, imolies that 
the two subarray outputs are spatially ortho
gonalized. 



Since the directions of arrival are unknowns 
and possibly time varying, an adaptive solution 
for G(k) is proposed . 

G(k+l ) 

G(k+l l 

G(k) - 1JV(P) 

* G ( k) + \J s1 ( k l . s2 ( k) 

(13-a) 

(13-b) 

This solution minimizes ( 11 l and follows the 
possible time variations. ~en the system rea
ches stabi l ity, the first CM-signal catched by 
the master subarray, doesn ' t appear in the sig
nal s 2(k); the CMA in the slave subarray gets a 
null tor the first signal producing (9) 

---> G(k)=O (14) 

The factor 11G11 when the solution converges, 
tends to zero and the slave subarray has a null 
where the master one has the maxinum. 

A canplete study of a two subarray system has 
been presented. The generalization to a larger 
number of subarrays is obtained considering 
that the output of every subarray is mastered 
by all the previous ones, to be applied the mi
ninum power objective. The maxirrum number of 
CM-signal that can be steered is the number of 
subarrays. With the introduction of mininum 
power loops between subarrays and a master
slave policy , the system converges towards a 
solution where every subarray steers a diffe
rent CM-signal. If there are more subarrays 
than CM-signals t he extra subarrays onl y recei
ve amidi recti<:>n:ll roise . The Cl!lbiguity of II.l 
has been solved. 

II.3 Discrimination of coherent signals 

If the system studied in II.2 doesn't receive 
completely coherent and spatially different 
signals , it will be necessary a correction in 
the method. Onl y if surprisingly the system re
ceives ~ or rrore cxnpletely coherent signals, 
the system cannot discriminate them / 7 I. This 
is because the received vectors of coherent 
sources in a subarray, produce constant delays 
between snapshots and the CMA steers them as a 
single source . /7 ,8, 9 I. 

A solution to this problem is presented by Shan 
an Kailath in /7/ by means of the introduction 
of a spatial filtering in every sna9shot. Every 
signal-vector i s subdi vided in some consecutive 
subvectors with a sample or sensor-signal di
fferent in every new subvector. Then in a su
barray of N sensors, taking subvectors of k 
samples, N-k+l adaptations are done with every 
snapshot. 

Including this spatial filtering to the subar
ray system presented in II.2, as a lateral op
tion, an adaptive multibeam forming is achieved· 
which operates optimally in a general and real 
scene. 
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III SIMUIATIONS 

To examine the performance of t he sug~ested a
daptive beamformer, several computer simul a
tions i n real scenes have been carried out with 
results that support the theoretical predic
tions. 

In the following, we present two proves develo
ped with narrow band-systems centered at 100 
MHz. I n the first example, a system with three 
linear subarrays has been simulated. Every su
bar ray has six sensor~lements. In the scene 
therP. were two sources at directions 15 gr . and 
-Sgr. respect to the broadside direction , at 
frequencies 96 and 98 MHz. respectively and 
with the first one being 1 dB above the second 
one. There always was additive noise with a po
wer of 10 dB below the signals . Figure 2 shows 
the radiation diagrams of the three subarrays. 
The first and the second s teer a signal and 
crossly can:::el the other and the third SJbarray 
cancels the two signals. Figure 3 shows the 
learning curves of CMA for the three subarrays. 
The t hird subarray has the highest error, s i nce 
it doesn 't catch any CM-signal. The mininum 
error achieved an the convergence parameters 
can be varied a lways controlled by the 11 11 

parameter. 

In the second example, it has been created a 
scene with two coherent signals at frequency 
100 MHz. arriving from directions of angles 15 
gr. and - 5 gr. respect the broadside . The pre
ceeding system has been :;>roved with and with:l.lt 
spatial f ilteri ng. If the spatial fi ltering 
isn 't used, the master subarray doesn ' t di scri
minate the two signals. With the spatial filte
ring, the proposed objectives are reached since 
the coherency between signals i s broken. Now 
t~e condi tions to t~e second subarray are 
harder, nevertheless it cancel s the signal 
catched by the master subarray and steers the 
other. 

The preceeding results vary the syst em configu
ration (convergence parameters, number of sen
sors ••• ) and wft h t he scene (number of signal), 
but always support the theoretical study. 

IV a:H:UJSIOOS 

In this paper an adaptive beamforming array 
system has been presented with the objectives 
of discriminating and processing several sig
nals coming from different spatial directions. 
The system resolves efficiently several CM-sig
nals wit'lout prior knowledge of their direc
tions of arrival, by means of subdivision in 
subarrays and a signal processing involving two 
adaptive steepest descent algorithms. It can 
catch and track as many signals as subarrays 
are used. The system is adequate to work in 
scenes of digital coom.mications, where it is 
often needed to receive simultaneously several 
infomations fra11 unknown and possibly varying 
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directions. With a spatial smoothi ng the system 
works efficiently even with coherent signals. 

Manv pc-oves have been ~Mde in real scenes with 
noised characteristics and different system di
mensions and the results obtained have always 
been the desired ones. Although the simulated 
proves had been !Mde with narrow-!::>and systems, 
the procedure can be easily extended to a 
wije- band systems. 

o.oo 

0,00 

o.oo 

Figure 2. Prove 1, Radiation Patterr.s 
a,b,c Subarray 1 ,2,3. 

200 ueo 2160 3!40 H20 5!00 6060 7060 6040 9020 10000 

Figure 3. Prove 1. Learning curves. 
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